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Select Firm Recognition

Recent 

corporate 

highlights

Closed 250 M&A transactions, with an aggregate announced deal value of nearly US$90 billion

Advised on more than US$80 billion of securities and finance transactions

Closed about 200 venture capital financings that raised more than US$6.2 billion

Worked with more than  30 “unicorns”– private companies valued at >US$1billion

Ranked #1 on 2021 A-List — A measure of the “best of the best” law firms

Winner, Dealmakers of the Year — “on the shortlist of go-to lawyers”

National Litigation Department of the Year — One of only two firms to 

have won the award or been named as a runner up, finalist or honorable mention 

recipient each year the competition has been held 

Winner, California Litigation Department of the year

Finalist, Product Liability Department of the Year
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Select Firm Recognition

37 Practices Ranked

60 Lawyers Ranked

“One of the oldest 

and most respected 

firms in the country, 

if not the world”

40 Practices Ranked

10 Hall of Fame Lawyer Rankings

9 Leading Lawyer Rankings

11 Next Generation Lawyer Rankings
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Representative Transactions – Full Span of the 
Energy Business
• Anadarko in its US$20 billion onshore 

LNG development in Mozambique
• Brazos Energy in its ongoing Chapter 

11
• Comstock Resources in its US$2.2 

billion acquisition of Covey Park Energy
• Cox Oil in its US$322 million acquisition 

of Energy XXI Gulf Coast, including 
associate acquisition financing and 
volumetric production payment

• EOG Resources and Encana Corp. in 
project structuring and documentation 
for the US$30 billion Kitimat LNG project 
in British Columbia

• ExxonMobil in litigation stemming from 
the Valdez oil spill—including litigation 
billions in punitive damages before the 
Supreme Court

• Next Wave Energy in development, 
construction, and equity and debt project 
financing of the world’s first standalone 
alkylation complex in Pasadena, Texas

• Matador Resources in its acquisition of 
an entity of Summit Midstream that owned 
gas gathering and processing systems

• SK E&S in its US$400 million investment in 
REV Renewables

• Texas Industrial Energy Consumers in 
ratemaking proceedings and contested 
matters before the PUC, Court of Appeal, 
and Supreme Court of Texas

• Representing investors in project and tax 
equity financings of more than half of all 
new domestic renewable projects over the 
last decade
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Global Reach

5

Austin  • Century City  • Dallas • Houston  • Los Angeles •  Newport Beach •  New York  • San Francisco •  Silicon Valley  • Washington, DC
Beijing  • Brussels  •  Hong Kong  •  London  • Seoul  • Shanghai  •  Singapore  • Tokyo
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Office Locations
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Facts About Me

• I have been married for 22 years
• We have three kids who are 20, 17 and 15
• My 17-year middle child Johnny is autistic and is 

awesome
• I attended Abilene Christian University for undergrad and 

The University of Texas School of Law for law school
• I am a huge Texas Rangers fan
• Coached youth sports

Dallas Mavericks fan
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Facts About Me

I thoroughly enjoy the oil and gas business
• Past Chair of the Energy Law Section of the Dallas Bar 

Association
• Board Member and Past President
• LinkedIn User – Feel free to connect
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Agenda for the Day

• Look Back at Major Recent Transactions and Lessons 
Learned

• Thoughts about 2022-2023 Deal Environment
• Novel Deal Devices Being Used
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Recently Announced Transactions
Announced 

Date
Target Name Acquirer Name Equity 

Value ($m)
Transaction 

Status

10/12/2022 Firebird Energy Diamondback Energy $1,600.00

Cash and 
Stock

Pending

09/22/2022 Talos Energy EnVen Energy $1,089.00

Cash and 
Stock

Pending

09/06/2022 Sitio Royalties Brigham Minerals $4,800.00

Stock -
Merger 

Pending

08/09/2022 Devon Energy Validus Energy $1,800.00

Cash 

Pending
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Recently Announced Transactions
Announced 

Date
Target Name Acquirer Name Equity 

Value ($m)
Transaction 

Status

09/06/2022 EQT Tug Hill; Xcl Midstream $5,200.40

Cash and 
Stock 

Pending

06/28/2022 Titus Oil & Gas Production Earthstone Energy $627.00

Cash and 
Stock

Closed

06/16/2022 Lucid Energy Targa Resources $3,550.00

Cash

Closed

06/08/2022 RimRock Oil & Gas Devon $865.00

Cash

Closed
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Recently Announced Transactions
Announced 

Date
Target Name Acquirer Name Equity 

Value ($m)
Transaction 

Status

05/16/2022 Grey Rock Investment 
Partners

Granite Ridge Resources, Inc. $1,300.00
Stock -
Reverse 
Merger

Closed

03/07/2022 Whiting Petroleum 
Corporation

Oasis Petroleum Inc. $3,519.00

Stock 

Closed

02/28/2022 Great Western Petroleum, 
LLC

PDC Energy, Inc. $ 771.00

Cash 

Closed

01/25/2022 Chief E&D Holdings LP Chesapeake Energy 
Corporation

$2,096.00

Almost all 
Cash 

Closed
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Observations

• Consolidation is king
• Permian is king 
• Cash is good when you can get it  Private sellers did 

well this time around
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Agenda for the Day

• Look Back at Major Recent Transactions and Lessons 
Learned

• Thoughts about 2022-2023 Deal Environment
• Novel Deal Devices Being Used
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Thoughts about 2022-2023 Deal Environment

• Staying within free cash flow appears to be sticking
‒Effect: Less activity for acquisitions in order to spend 

money holding acreage
• The rush to be one of the prettiest ESG companies is 

definitely on
‒Effect: Companies who do not have shiny ESG profiles 

will become harder and harder to acquire
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Thoughts about 2022-2023 Deal Environment

• Sustained high commodity prices appear to be here for 
the foreseeable future
‒Effect: Sustained high commodity prices usually drive a 

bid-ask spread that makes it hard to transact
• Capital is getting hard to come by
‒Effect: Hard for the medium sized companies to grow to 

acquire smaller companies
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Agenda for the Day

• Look Back at Major Recent Transactions and Lessons 
Learned

• Thoughts about 2022-2023 Deal Environment
• Novel Deal Devices Being Used
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Novel Deal Devices Being Used

• Oil and Gas Securitizations
• Texas Divisive Merger
• Representation and Warranty Insurance
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Oil and Gas Securitizations

• What is a securitization?
‒ A “Securitization” is a process by which a company clubs its 

different financial assets/debts to form a consolidated 
financial instrument which is issued to investors. In return, the 
investors in such securities get interest. - - Economic Times

‒ A “Securitization” is the procedure where an issuer designs a 
marketable financial instrument by merging or pooling various 
financial assets into one group. The issuer then sells this 
group of repackaged assets to investors. - - Investopedia
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Oil and Gas Securitizations
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Oil and Gas Securitizations

• Deal #1 – Diversified Gas & Oil plc (AIM:DGOC) 
announces first recent securitization - October 30, 2019

• Since then, multiple oil and gas securitizations have been 
announced and other private company securitizations 
have been done but not announced publicly.

• Guggenheim has been the investment bank most active 
in this space with Donovan Ventures also announcing the 
completion of two recent securitizations.

• The Guggenheim team responsible for building this 
business has recently moved to Cantor Fitzgerald.
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Oil and Gas Securitizations

• What does a securitization look like?
‒ Oil and gas assets are transferred to a special purpose vehicle 

(“SPV”) commonly owned by the oil and gas company indirectly 
through another special purpose vehicle

‒ The SPV that now owns the oil and gas assets issues the notes 
to investors

‒ The investors get a security interest in the oil and gas assets 
and a pledge of the stock of the SPV
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Oil and Gas Securitizations

• What does a securitization look like?
‒ The SPV is a “bankruptcy remote entity” – meaning that the 

company’s governing documents do not allow it to file for 
bankruptcy and there is independent director appointed to the 
board of the SPV which should block all attempts to file for 
bankruptcy

‒ The SPV’s production is HIGHLY hedged for a number of years 
and on a rolling basis based on the SPV’s reserve report that is 
updated over the life of the notes
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Oil and Gas Securitizations

• What does a securitization look like?
‒ The notes receive a credit rating in order to attract common 

purchasers of financial instruments to buy the notes – Fitch has 
been very active in this space

‒ The ratings process is very rigorous – much moreso than most 
common loan underwriting processes.

‒ ESG questions are asked in this process and responses are 
very important to the credit rating agencies and to the potential 
purchasers of the notes
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Oil and Gas Securitizations

• What does a securitization look like?
‒ Issuers are commonly receiving mid single-digit interest rates 

with the ability to service principal, interest and various reserves 
but still be able to receive cash from the production sale above 
the debt service

‒ Term can be 10-15 years – however, the loans are set to pay off 
prior to that based on payment schedules UNLESS production 
drops off unexpectedly then payment grace is granted, and the 
full term can be reached.

‒ Once the debt is paid back, then issuer owns the assets free 
and clear
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Oil and Gas Securitizations

• What does a securitization look like?
‒ Loan proceeds have few strings attached – they do not have to 

be used to enhance the assets being used as the collateral for 
the securitization
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Oil and Gas Securitizations

• Common Documents
‒ Indenture – this like a loan agreement but common among note 

purchasers instead of a single lender – note purchasers identify 
a trustee to administer the notes and collateral

‒ Purchase and Sale Agreement and Conveyances to SPV – Oil 
and gas company must make common representations and 
warranties to the SPV for the benefit of the note purchasers

‒ Management Agreement and Operating Agreement – Oil and 
gas company must administer the assets for the SPV and 
makes promises to the SPV to do so as a reasonably prudent 
operator
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Oil and Gas Securitizations

• Takeaways
‒ The oil and gas securitization brings in new and much needed 

capital to oil and gas companies who need liquidity without 
having to be subject to borrowing base redeterminations and 
who cannot access the public markets.

‒ The business case is sound for mature PDP assets.
‒ The evolution will be using it for unconventional, less mature 

PDP assets . . . if the market is willing to adapt to that kind of 
asset, then there could be more needed capital flow into the 
space.

‒ Our firm has a full team and experience to help any oil and gas 
company who is contemplating this.
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Novel Deal Devices Being Used

• Oil and Gas Securitizations
• Texas Divisive Merger
• Representation and Warranty Insurance
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Texas Divisive Merger

ExistCo

Wells Undeveloped 
Leases
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Texas Divisive Merger

ExistCo

Wells Undeveloped 
Leases

NewCo
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Texas Divisive Merger

ExistCo

Wells Undeveloped 
Leases

NewCo

Divisively 
Merge
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Texas Divisive Merger

ExistCo

Wells Undeveloped 
Leases

NewCo
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Texas Divisive Merger

• Why Use a Divisive Merger?
‒ Surgical division of assets and liabilities without traditional 

assignment

‒ Avoids consents to assign because it is a corporate 
transaction – not an assignment of the assets themselves

‒ Great tool for sales transactions
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Texas Divisive Merger

• Limitation
‒ Like any asset sale, if one of the entities in the divisive 

merger ends up with all liabilities in order to avoid creditors 
through insolvency or an actual bankruptcy filing, then 
divisive merger could be determined to be a fraudulent 
transfer and voided by a bankruptcy court or in litigation
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Novel Deal Devices Being Used

• Oil and Gas Securitizations
• Texas Divisive Merger
• Representation and Warranty Insurance
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Representation and Warranty Insurance

• What is it?
‒ Representation and Warranty Insurance is an insurance 

product used by buyers and sellers in asset and equity 
transaction to insure recovery by the buyer for breaches of 
representations and warranties by the seller

‒ Replaces traditional post-closing indemnity obligations by 
sellers

‒ Contains policy limit, deductible (also called retention), and 
exclusions
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Representation and Warranty Insurance

• Example of Old Method of Recovering for Breaches
‒ $10 MM sale of oil and gas assets in Texas.

‒ In an Asset Purchase Agreement of oil and gas assets, Seller 
makes the following representation: “Seller is in compliance 
of all applicable laws.”

‒ The Asset Purchase Agreement (the “APA”) states that after 
closing, Seller will indemnify Buyer for all losses related to a 
breach of all representations.   However, Buyer must incur at 
least $200K of losses before Buyer can recover anything 
from Seller.
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Representation and Warranty Insurance

• Example of Old Method of Recovering for Breaches
‒ Deal closes.

‒ Six months after closing, Buyer discovers that Seller has not 
been filing certain reports with the Texas Railroad 
Commission and faces fines of $500K now that it is the 
owner of these assets.

‒ Under the APA, Buyer would be on the hook for the first 
$200K, and Seller would write a check to Buyer for $300K.
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Representation and Warranty Insurance

• Example of RWI Method of Recovering for Breaches
‒ $10 MM sale of oil and gas assets in Texas.

‒ In an Asset Purchase Agreement of oil and gas assets, Seller 
makes the following representation: “Seller is in compliance 
of all applicable laws.”

‒ The Asset Purchase Agreement (the “APA”) states that Buyer 
and Seller will put in place a RWI Policy at signing or closing. 
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Representation and Warranty Insurance

• Example of RWI Method of Recovering for Breaches
‒ Buyer and Seller will split the cost of the policy.  Policy 

contains a 10% deductible or “retention”.

‒ Buyer and Seller will split the deductible.

‒ Policy will be for 10% of the purchase price or $1.0MM

‒ Buyer may only recover against the policy.
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Representation and Warranty Insurance

• Example of RWI Method of Recovering for Breaches
‒ Deal closes.

‒ Six months after closing, Buyer discovers that Seller has not 
been filing certain reports with the Texas Railroad 
Commission and faces fines of $500K now that it is the 
owner of these assets.

‒ Under the APA, Buyer can only satisfy its claims from the RWI
policy.

‒ However, Buyer and Seller agreed to split the $100K 
deductible or retention amount.
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Representation and Warranty Insurance

• Example of RWI Method of Recovering for Breaches
‒ Seller writes Buyer a check for $50K (its share of the 

deductible)

‒ Buyer makes a claim against the RWI Policy for $400K ($500K 
- $100K deductible)

‒ Insurance claim pays the claim
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Representation and Warranty Insurance

• Observations about Representations and Warranty 
Insurance
‒ Has been slow to enter upstream transactions due to title 

and environmental defects being purchase price 
adjustments prior to closing

‒ Exclusions include known issues prior to closing

‒ Cost is about 2% - 6% of policy.  A $10MM policy will cost 
between $20,000 - $60,000.
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Representation and Warranty Insurance

• Negotiation Points on Representations and Warranty 
Insurance
‒ Who pays?

‒ Do Buyer and Seller split the deductible?

‒ Size of the policy – 10% or 20% of the purchase price?

‒ If policy is exceeded, does Buyer have further recourse for 
certain claims?
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Jason Schumacher
Jason Schumacher represents clients in the energy and oil and gas sectors on mergers, stock and 
asset acquisitions, and divestitures. He advises on project development and joint development matters, 
day-to-day operational affairs, litigation and dispute resolution, and financing arrangements, including 
commercial midstream agreements and specialty energy financing, involving volumetric production 
payments, prepayments, net profits interests, overriding royalty interest, securitizations and Drillco
structures. 

Jason is recognized as a leading Oil and Gas Law practitioner by The Best Lawyers in America, and 
has been named a Rising Star in Energy & Natural Resources by Super Lawyers Dallas in multiple 
years; he has also been named several time to D Magazine’s list of The Best Lawyers in Dallas.

Prior to joining O’Melveny, Jason was a partner at an international, full-service law firm, where he co-
chaired its Energy Practice Group.

Telephone: 972-360-1942
Email: jschumacher@omm.com

Partner

Resident Office
Dallas

Telephone
+1 972 360 1942

Email
jschumacher@omm.com

Education
The University of Texas, 
J.D.: Executive Editor, 
Journal of Law and Politics

Abilene Christian University, 
B.B.A., Finance: summa 
cum laude
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